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What's the buzz?
BIG DATA WORKSHOP

22-23 March 2016, EBU,
Geneva
It’s no secret that the media
sector is increasingly looking
at the potential of big data as a
key element in the relationship
between media and audiences.
Used appropriately, it can help
public service media to better understand audience expectations by means
of calibrated audience measurement; develop recommendations and
personalized offers; and, enrich editorial content and storytelling. Join us at
this workshop to learn more.
https://tech.ebu.ch/events/2016/big-data-workshop

BROADTHINKING

06-07 April 2016, EBU, Geneva
Broadthinking is the seminar
where broadcast meets
broadband, a key event for
anyone interested in hybrid
services, interactivity, second
screen, CDNs, IP delivery and
more.
https://tech.ebu.ch/
events/2016/broadthinking

NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
SEMINAR

21-22 June 2016, EBU, Geneva
The EBU Network Technology
Seminar is the annual rendezvous
for broadcast experts dealing with
IT infrastructure, as well as for IT
network and storage specialists
that deal with broadcast media
content. This year’s event will be no different with plenty of tutorial sessions
and latest technology updates. https://tech.ebu.ch/events/2016/nts

DVB WORLD CONFERENCE 2016

Venice, 14 - 16 March
DVB World is the leading annual gathering
dedicated to delivering the digital standard.
Around 200 broadcasters, manufacturers,
policymakers and other industry stakeholders
from around the world gather to address the
global issues facing broadcasters today. www.dvbworld.org

#JoinUs on Twitter: @EBU_TECH, Facebook: EBU Technology
& Innovation, or Linkedin: EBU Technology & Innovation

"I am sure there are many people who
still expect to always see the next
big thing and believe it is always just
around the corner."

Simon Fell, Director, EBU Technology & Innovation

H

appy New Year to all our readers! Let’s hope
that 2016 is happy, healthy and prosperous
for all in our industry.
As we start the New Year, it is good to
reflect on where we are in the world of media
technology. January always sees the Consumer
Electronic Show (CES) in Las Vegas herald the new and
quirky. To listen to some of the pundits there you would
expect huggable robots, driverless cars and logo printing
cappuccino machines to be just around the corner. Of
course Virtual Reality is taking most of the bets. A
question may be whether we actually need all of this
technology? I have read a few articles on ‘tech burnout`
in recent months, and can see that when everyone has a
smartphone that is `good enough`, a TV that is sharp
enough and big enough, and a sound system that we can
live with, and a radio that offers digital sound and
multimedia in the car – what can we ask for next? I am
sure there are many people who still expect to always see
the next big thing and believe it is always just around the
corner.
Nevertheless, some things are moving on this year and
we should expect to see the first Blu-Ray UHD-1 titles
with High Dynamic Range (HDR), new sound systems
that promise upward firing speakers to provide the
equivalent of ceiling mounted speakers, and last but not
least, the launch of TV sets with the ‘Ultra HD Premium’
certification label from the UHD Alliance. This brings
together some of the elements of ‘better pixels’ that
broadcasters and the EBU have been promoting for
some time. Labelled TV Sets will support a range of the
features recently discussed: increased resolution,
immersive audio, wider colour gamut, and HDR. The
jury is out on how the TVs will perform and when
content will be available as well as when broadcasters
will begin to deliver services. My prediction is that we

will see a few more Pay TV UHD services launch this
year and that the delivery by online Over the Top (OTT)
providers will begin to be commonplace, however, there
are still standards issues to be resolved, and business
models to find.
January also brings with it the annual EBU Production
Technology Seminar, here in Geneva. The issues being
discussed will be touched on in this issue of tech-i. We
have opinions on Virtual Reality. Yes, we like this one,
even though it may not be a shared experience like
conventional broadcast content. We also have a
perspective on cross-media production, a feature on
IMF or the Interoperable Master Format. This promises
to give us that elusive Master file from which all copies
can be derived. If the industry works together to adopt
it, we could all save time and money in the long run and
make file management and duplicates control easier.
Finally, we have a feature from our Eurovision
colleagues on media contribution networks.
Worth noting before we leave this issue is that at the
end of 2015 there was a month long ITU World
Radiocommunication Conference. The EBU, our allies
from the Membership, and other broadcast unions and
industry colleagues worked tirelessly to make the case
for retaining broadcasting against the case for the
re-allocation of UHF spectrum to mobiles. The majority
of ITU members agreed. Now, we have to make certain
that those countries yet to rollout new digital terrestrial
services take advantage of the spectrum, and make
exciting new services available to their citizens.
So, is 2016 the year of the IP Studio? The self-driving
car? UHDTV Phase 2? Immersive Audio? Only you can
make this happen, so please get involved with EBU
activities and let’s make them a reality - well, maybe all
but the self-driving car.
Until next time… Simon
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The future of television or the
television of the future?
SHANNON FRAME, EBU

The room was packed as we kicked off the annual
Production Technology Seminar (PTS) 2016. With more
than 130 delegates and 16 technology demonstrations
from EBU Members and industry, it was hard to take in
all the buzz and new projects at the same time. But we
managed and we learned a lot along the way.
How will the production studio look in the future and
how will we integrate our work? It’s clear that newsrooms
already rely more on multi-skilling journalists than ever
before. But how far does integration and multi-skilling
go? Charles Bebert (Kane) and Karl Petermichl (ORF) set
the scene for this year’s event in their keynote speeches
looking at the topics of cross-media production and how
broadcasters must continue to become smart and lean in
the future.
Until recently, there was a clear recipe for success in
media and entertainment. However, as media technology
continues to evolve and new developments take place,
broadcasters must look for innovative ways to share
content across a multitude of different platforms. This
year’s theme for PTS is: “Getting ready for the future.”
So what are the latest trends in media technology? What
should we as public service media take on board to stay
competitive in the future?
One thing is for sure: all new trends will require new
4
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enabling infrastructures based on IP and the Conference
revealed that: “The move to IP-based production is now a
reality”. Felix Poulin (EBU) outlined the latest roadmap of
developments for the future IP Studio. It is also important
to note that the Belgium public broadcaster, VRT,
successfully accomplished the trial remote production of
a live musical concert using IP and open standards across
the whole production chain, thereby demonstrating
the capabilities and benefits of IP in live broadcast
production.
The use of objects to provide curated experiences for
audiences is also gaining ground – fast! A number of
broadcasters, including the BBC, highlighted their use of
objects to produce different possibilities for producing
content for the viewer in the future, such as enhanced
content for sports, drama, and weather forecasting.
In a session dedicated to virtual reality, Simon
Gauntlett (DTG) asked the audience if they thought it was
an opportunity, a threat or a gimmick? Hardly anyone
thought it was a gimmick and if fact, most were waving
their hands to show their enthusiasm for the many
doors this new content will open in the future. Several
broadcasters – ZDF, ARTE, Fraunhofer, Sky, WeMakeVR
and Avrotros – showcased their latest virtual reality
productions and camera technologies during the event.

Virtually
Ready?
SIMON GAUNTLETT, DTG
As ever, 2016 got off to a busy start
with the consumer electronics and
entertainment industries heading
to Las Vegas for the Consumer
Electronic Show (CES). Among
the drones, fuel cells and wearable
technologies, virtual reality was
making a significant impact on
delegates.
For gamers, the launch of the Oculus
Rift VR, HTC Vive and PlayStation
VR means that 2016 will bring plenty
of immersive gaming experiences to
the mass market. Theme parks and
museums are joining in with new ways
to entertain and educate their visitors,
and Hollywood is also reacting to
the potential of immersive content
experience.
Is this the way everyone is going to
be consuming all their entertainment
content? Not quite, but there are
opportunities to build immersive
experiences which tie-in to highprofile content. Who wouldn’t want to
escape the environment of a long-haul
flight to relax and enjoy a movie in a
virtual Imax cinema where you are the
only person in the audience?
The key topic of discussion for film
and TV is what makes a good VR
experience. For the creatives, how do
you tell a story and lead the viewer
in a specific direction, when they
are free to look around the scene?
What are the audio and visual cues
that will assist but not distract from
the experience? On a more practical
production viewpoint, how do you
light the scene effectively, or hide the
cameraperson, the microphones or
the rest of the crew?
It’s clear that certain genres of
content will translate better to VR
than others. Horror, for example,
can work fantastically well, with
objects and creatures appearing from
any direction, keeping the viewer
in suspense and actively turning
around to see what’s behind them.

News and natural history also lends
itself to VR, more specifically, we can
recreate the mood or feeling of being
there. Comedy and drama are more
challenging, as traditional story telling
often requires edits and changes
of perspective which may prove
uncomfortable in a VR environment.
With sport, you can re-create the
feeling of “being in the stadium” but
many sports fans would much rather
have close-ups, reverse angles and
replays.
There has been an explosion in
the number of 360⁰ camera rigs and
viewing devices coming to market and
some analysts report that around 38
million headsets will be sold by 2020.
This has created a huge ecosystem
of companies, both small and large,
who are all trying to make their
mark. One thing is for sure, for VR to
become mass-market, they will have
to come together and collaborate to
avoid fragmentation in this rapidly
changing industry. The DTG held
a dinner at CES to discuss industry
collaboration on the topic of VR for
film and TV. This was well attended
by studios, content providers and CE
manufacturers from across the globe.
There is a need for standards, both

on the content creation and delivery
side, and SMPTE and DVB are
currently investigating this potential
activity. A glossary of terms is key to
ensuring everyone understands one
another. Also, sharing experiences
and producing guidelines will help
everyone to learn and understand
what works and what to avoid. It is
important to understand psychophysiological effects to avoid motion
sickness and claustrophobia.
However, get this all right and the
opportunity to create compelling
and immersive content is huge. It
could lead to new revenue streams
and increased customer engagement.
At CES, 20th Century Fox launched
the Martian VR Experience which
gave a glimpse of how interactive
content could work in the future. This
20-minute experience allowed viewers
to experience some of the challenges
faced by the main character in the
movie. By tracking the position of the
head and controllers in hands, the
viewer had to pick up objects, press
buttons and complete missions. Is
this a game or is this an extension of
interactive television?
Clearly 2016 is going to be the year
we start to find out.
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Producing cross-media:
A 360° perspective of production
CHARLES BEBERT, KANE
In the beginning
For the last 20 years, TV networks have
been trying to downsize the cost of
their production, especially for news.
This is mostly due to the fact that
they have had to create a number of
new channels to follow the audience
fragmentation trend, and their
increasing demand for news content
on multiple platforms. For example, as
far as news is concerned, the German
public broadcaster, ZDF, increased its
volume of news programming by a
factor of 2 while the Norwegian public
broadcaster, NRK, did so by a factor of
3 in the early years of digitization (1996
- 2001).
Newsrooms, especially in the
European public sector, have
dramatically increased their volume
of production through digitization
and ‘multiskilling’ for television
production while costs remained
stable or even decreased. As new
media emerged from 2000 - 2010, it
became a priority for broadcasters
to merge and integrate radio, TV,
and new media newsrooms. In 2010,
38% of newsrooms in our panel were
already in an advanced degree of
integration (See Figure 1).
We estimate that this percentage
will reach 70% by the end of 2015.

Figure 1 – Degree of integration in 2010
6
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Figure 2 – From the traditional silo model to matrix input/output model1

Integration: The matrix model
The result of such integration has led
to an impact on the organizational
design of public service media.
As broadcasters move towards
integration, we see that integrated
newsrooms have pooled a certain
number of units between the three
media channels: internal news
agency, planning editors, and in
certain cases, reporters and specialist
journalists. They have adopted the
matrix input/output model (See
Figure 2).
But how far should integration
and multiskilling go? And what will
the final solution be? There are many
variations that can be considered,
including:

• A solution in which journalists
and reporters do not work for both
radio and TV, or
• A solution in which journalists and
reporters work for both radio and
TV in spite of an important media
editorial difference.
Another option in terms
of organizational design is
decentralization of technical
resources versus their centralization.
Here, we see some broadcasters
adapting an organizational model
for certain news bulletins or pieces
of web content. For example:
• At the BBC: We observed that
some web content “projects”
have dedicated resources, while
others rely on central IT/graphic
developments.
• At CNN Atlanta: We observed
the coexistence of “shows”
or time slots with their own
dedicated technical resources, and
others without any. In addition,
some popular news magazines,
dedicated to the web, are
produced by a team of completely
‘multiskilled’ journalists who take
care of: 4K filming + editing +
color grading +post-synchro +
graphics. However, the rest of the
newsroom continues to work with
“mono-media” and purely editorial
journalists.

Impact on studio facilities
Last but not least, integration has an
important impact on studio facilities,
especially regarding visual radio
studios, producing radio and new
media content, and creating content
for television.
The Belgian public broadcaster,
RTBF, has developed a 900 square
foot visual radio studio, 8 meters
high, with full lighting and set design
(See Figure 4).
Using this facility, RTBF produces
six hours of premium TV content per
weekday with radio staff: three hours
of simulcast radio+TV and three
hours of pure TV content.

Figure 3 – New specialization and specialists

The future journalist: ‘Multiskilling’
and specializing at the same time
As newsrooms look for multiskilled
journalists (capable of carrying out
concurrent technical and editorial
tasks), we notice that the new matrix
model of organization produces new
types of specialists (i.e. graphists, IT
developers, marketing people such as
community managers) as well as new
specializations (See Figure 3).
Impact on IT systems
Regarding IT systems, the impact
of this new 360° production is deep.
However production systems remain
in silos: there is no universal Content
Management System (CMS) yet, in
spite of real needs for such a system.
In this silo situation, broadcasters
have developed a workaround
strategy that involves:
• Interfaces between “silo”
production tools,
• Additional cross-media layers (i.e.
at the BBC, there is an alert system
on smart phones which allow
journalists to be aware of media
availability, whoever has produced
it, and the ability to download this
media on any editing device),
• Emergence of middleware exchange
platforms (called “buses”) to
exchange content and metadata, in
a standard and scalable way.
Because of these “buses”, and of
the necessity to build a sensible
architecture to deliver multiple types

of media, broadcasters’ IT strategy
seems to have changed to developing
home grown bespoke IT systems,
whereas they used to look for
outsourcing or implementing shrinkwrapped packages.
IT is back, becoming (again) a
strategic function capable of creating
differentiation from competitors. It
is noticeable that some of the most
threatening competitors in the Over
the Top (OTT) market all have huge
IT development teams.
Not to mention companies
like Google, Apple, Amazon, or
Major League Baseball (MLB),
an extraordinary outsider in the
broadcast market, with more than
300 IT developers and plans to have
500 in the future.
At the end of 2015, CNN in Atlanta
implemented home grown MAM
and CMS applications for the new
digitized newsroom, after having
implemented in the past MAM
software solutions sourced from the
market. They seem to have built the
“universal CMS” for themselves!

Increasing volume and quality of
news
In conclusion, all newsrooms must
arbitrate between quality, volume of
production and cost.
Savings achieved by digitization,
multiskilling and cross-media skills
are used to increase the volume
and/or the quality of content. For
instance:
• At BBC World, the new newsroom
implementation at Broadcasting
House and the savings generated by
Mosart automation have been used
to recruit 10 “authority journalists”
to increase the quality of content.
• At RTHK Hong Kong, best
practices regarding workflows and
multiskilling have led to increasing
the number of journalists (+52 as
compared to the initial plan) and to
trying and reaching a higher quality
of content regarding the future
News24 channel.
• At CNN Atlanta: productivity gains
were used to create a new media
newsroom without increasing staff
numbers.

Based on the EBU IMPS Model

1

Figure 4 – The new RTBF Visualtalk studio
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Making radio modern
GRAHAM DIXON , EBU
I’m flattered to be asked to contribute to the EBU’s
quarterly tech-i magazine, and in particular, to share
some thoughts about DAB and its rollout. While at
the BBC, I was closely involved in some projects with
major technical elements, including automated playout
for EBU Notturno and the implementation of serverbased transmission for radio, there is no disguising the
fact that my background is primarily editorial. That
makes me all the more grateful for technical colleagues,
both in the EBU and Member organizations. From
the start, broadcast media has depended on technical
innovation, and technical and editorial responsibilities
have developed in parallel. New challenges for all
of us haven risen as the means of delivering media
content have multiplied extraordinarily. Any diagram
attempting to represent this broadcast-listener interface
now more strongly resembles the Nile Delta connecting
with the Mediterranean, rather than a single great river
majestically flowing towards the open sea. Those days are
over!
All this makes the development of DAB particularly
fascinating. At the WorldDAB General Assembly in
November 2015, I sought to reframe the argument, not
in terms of the technical aspects, however important,
but rather encouraging broadcasters to think what
digital could bring to their audiences. Boldly, perhaps
rashly, I proposed that the letters DAB should be taken
as standing for “Delivering Audience Benefits”, rather
than Digital Audio Broadcasting. As ever, technical
innovation acts as the basis for serving audiences
in new compelling ways, and the original content
generated provides the impetus for sales of digital
receivers. It is important to understand that such
new channel developments are not planned for some
vague yet-to-be-defined moment in the future. Rather,
across Europe, there are many listeners who are already
enjoying the benefits of DAB stations, providing them
with new listening opportunities and catering for
their specific tastes, taking advantage of the spectrum
efficiency which DAB offers.
When I started to research this, it came as a surprise
to realise that there are currently around seventy
digital-only stations, a substantial part of the portfolio
of around 250 DAB/DAB+ channels run by EBU
Members. And there has been a steady development
in these launches, except for a slowdown, perhaps
associated with the onset of economic difficulties, in
around 2008. The countries represented in the list
cover most of the European areas, and a wide variety
of genres. Children’s programming, along with news
and sport, and – predominantly – music have been the
major areas to benefit. Music spreads itself, of course,
across a vast spectrum of genres and tastes, and listeners
8
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have been finding the place to explore their interests
further.
Within the framework of DAB, and the resources
of public broadcasting, audiences expect more than
from those commercial streaming services, which
cater to well-defined niches. They expect the curation
and intelligent commentary they associate with public
service media, the opportunity to explore new music,
and the opportunity to experience a core repertory
broad enough to stimulate curiosity. That is why DAB
can provide such an important intermediate offer for
public service media, while remaining faithful to the
public service principle; it can occupy the editorial
space between the limited channels of the analogue
world and the multiplicity of highly targeted digital
streaming services. Already, there are DAB channels
dedicated to jazz, alternative music, nostalgia for 50s
and 60s, Norwegian folk music, Schlager, and of course
classical. Many of these will be reaching audiences
who previously saw themselves as underserved by
public service media, and therefore developing and
maintaining their loyalty.
Having said that I will concentrate on the editorial side,
I am also conscious that events such as the recent attack
resulting temporary loss of the BBC website, has put the
spotlight on denial of service action. Hacking terrestrial
radio is simply not possible, making the services less
vulnerable to targeted sabotage. In our complex world,
the necessity for robust radio provision, providing a
reliable informational backbone for our societies, is more
important than ever. Additionally, I believe that during
the coming year we should be developing the micro- and
macro-economic cases for DAB, looking at the costs
for both supplier and consumer in servicing the data
requirements of IP delivery.
Over Christmas, a kind colleague left a report on my
desk from 2004 concerning DAB; its title contemplated
the possibility that digital radio was experiencing a
‘false dawn’. I’m not certain who the colleague was,
but that could have provided a depressing start to the
New Year. However, as we enter 2016, I am far from
miserable about the prospects for DAB, as we see a
succession of positive stories from around the radio
universe. In the past weeks, there have been new trials
launched in Slovakia and Turkey; an enhancement
of the digital station offer in the Netherlands; an
implementation timetable from France, and a new VRT
charter in Belgium that clearly sets out the direction of
travel towards DAB. As the Flemish document clearly
states, the future of radio is digital. I look forward to
working with many of you to achieve this objective,
and in the process fulfilling our task of “Delivering
Audience Benefits”.

To UHD or not to UHD? That is the question
DAVID WOOD (EBU)

Ultra-high definition (UHD) is like measles - sooner or
later everyone catches it. Before the end of the decade all
new large screen TV sets sold in Europe will be UHD-1.
Some over-the-top (OTT) services already offer UHD via
broadband. The coming months will see the first UHD Blu
Rays available. Several UHD logos have been agreed for
TV sets. You can even buy UHD consumer camcorders for
your holiday videos.
Yet, despite all that, for broadcasters themselves, what
to do about UHD is far from obvious. Do they need to
provide UHD broadcasts? If so, when and how should
they do so? Though UHDTV is the inevitable future of
television, for broadcasters there are difficult issues, and
many that are still ‘up in the air’. Why is that?
There are the three different UHD format elements – the
programme production standard, the broadcast delivery
standard, and the display standard. To bring UHD to the
viewer, there must be ‘compatible’ standards for all three.
It’s not enough to have some of, or some parts of, the three
– which is what we have today. What is more, we need
not just standards, but equipment for all three standards
to be affordable and readily available. So, make trial
programmes, yes – but making firm plans for services right
now is (arguably) something of a gamble, until more of the
technical issues are settled.
The UHD production image standard was agreed in the
ITU in 2012 in all elements except one – the so called ‘High
Dynamic Range’ (HDR) system. Since then, the debate has
raged about which of several approaches it should take. All
have strengths. One could be easier to implement earlier

because it is directly compatible with the current Standard
Dynamic Range (SDR) system. The other is more complex,
and compatibility requires metadata. The coming months
may see a Recommendation come out – watch for ITU-R
news.
In the area of sound for UHD, there are ITU
Recommendations for the range of systems that can be
used (channel-based, scene-based, and object-based) but
broadcasters need to know precisely which system should
be used in which circumstances. There is still a job to do
here.
Future UHD TV sets will display 2016p images, and
the technology will be available for higher peak screen
brightnesses, up to several thousand candelas/sq. m. This
will certainly increase the attractiveness of UHD services,
but we don’t know yet what will come and when. What will
happen in TV sets about the HDR system? Can we expect
some guidance from the European Consumer Electronics
manufacturers Association, Digital Europe?
The broadcast format itself is on the agenda of the
DVB Project. ‘DVB UHD-1 Phase 1’ delivery system
requirements specified several years’ ago were prepared
at the request of those who wanted to start UHD services
quickly in 2014 and 2015. At that time, ideas about the
value and need for a HDR and High Frame Rates (HFR)
were not yet fully formed.
In late 2015, the requirements for a Phase 2 system were
agreed along with tentative timetables for the starting
of services. Phase 2 may become the mainstay of UHD
broadcasting. The plan is that the Phase 2 system will
allow broadcasting UHD with firstly an HDR system
(2a) and, when the higher speed receiver decoding chips
are available, with a HFR up to 120 fps (2b). The Phase 2
systems also aspire to include advanced audio systems. This
should bring together and offer all the potential features
found in UHD – they would be a ‘maximum wow’.
Some broadcasters argue that even if it takes a few years,
it is better to wait and introduce UHD as a ‘big bang’ for
which the viewer will definitely notice the improvement
than to do it in a series of smaller improvements over
the years. The Phase 2a system with HDR should be
ready for use in 2017, provided the specifications can be
agreed in 2016. The Phase 2b system with both HDR
and HFR should be ready for use in 2019, provided the
high speed decoding chips are available by then. This, in
turn, probably depends most on whether broadcasters are
persuaded to announce plans for Phase 2b services in 2019.
Taken overall, the key thinking broadcasters have to do
today is about potential UHD services with HDR only
from 2017, or with both HDR and HFR from 2019. But
what actually happens must depend on the resolution,
in good time, of the questions on image and sound
technology.
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Dutch Public Broadcaster NPO’s
Signing Avatar Makes a Gesture
JOOST NEGENMAN (NPO), INGE ZWITSERLOOD (RU NIJMEGEN), JOHN GLAUERT (SCHOOL OF COMPUTING
SCIENCES UEA) AND MARTIN PRINS (TNO)
In 2012, the Research and Development (R&D) team at
NPO was asked: “What is the state of the art on automated
sign production?” We decided to take a closer look and
lead a market consultation on the topic. Below is Part 2 of
a two-part series. To access Part 1, see our previous issue:
https://tech.ebu.ch/publications/ebu-tech-i-26

Part 2: Avatar considerations
Several avatar designs were available for the Proof of
Concept (PoC). During the PoC development process it
became clear that they were less suited for the ‘Sand Castle’
content because they had a human-like appearance but
their signing was perceived as being ‘unnatural’ or ‘robotic.’
Since this would be difficult to improve, we decided after
discussion with researchers and avatar designers, to use
an avatar that does not have a human appearance. Our
thoughts were that viewers would be more accepting of
non-natural signing if the avatar looked ‘cartoonish’ or
‘animal-like.’ The effect of viewers being less accepting of
artificial-looking gestures by human-like avatars is known
as the “uncanny valley.” An alternative avatar was created
that was child-friendly and that viewers would expect to
show only limited facial expressions: its name was Dino.
Making clear whose speech the avatar is expressing
during the show was another puzzle we needed to
solve. ‘Sand Castle’ has a narrator (invisible) and three
protagonists named: Koning (“King”) Koos, Sassa, and
Toto. TV signing services typically use a sign language
interpreter, who can take on the role of narrator, and the
characters in the show. Since this would not be possible
with the available animation technique we needed a
different way to distinguish between the protagonists and
the narrator. This was solved by creating colour alterations
of the avatar matching the appearance of the character. For
example, the avatar wearing a pink shirt would represent
Sassa, a blue shirt Toto, and so forth. We showed this
solution to a test panel who reacted positively to solution.
Figure 4: ‘Sand Castle’ episode with avatar Dino as aired on 26
September 2015.

Project evaluation
This proof of concept was evaluated by 16 deaf and
hearing-impaired children aged 6 to 8 at a school for the
deaf, and their teachers. They watched a ‘Sand Castle’
episode with avatar signing and filled out a pictorial
questionnaire. All expressed their enthusiasm for this
new technology, and indicated that the signing avatar
clearly added value to the experience of watching a
TV-programme for this target audience. They also gave
feedback on the technical limitations that need to be
tackled in the future, especially with respect to facial
expressions and more natural-like motion. To view the full
report, see: https://www.tno.nl/media/3385/automated_
sign_language_tno_2014_r10825.pdf
A second episode of ‘Sand Castle’ was aired on NPO
3 on 26 September 2015 and simultaneously launched
at the celebration of the annual World Deaf Day. To
see the full episode, see: http://live.schooltv.ntr.nl/
video/het-zandkasteel-avatar/. We noticed two types of
reactions: some adults did not like the still, rather altering
movements and insufficient non-manual expressions.
However, others, especially deaf children and their parents,
were enthusiastic, wondering where they could find more
episodes ‘with Dino.’ Surprisingly, we learned that the
signing was also much appreciated by some deaf adults
that have limited skills in reading subtitles.
Supporting the broadcasting workflow in the future
It is important to synchronize speech and signing in a
TV-programme, and to switch between avatars (or avatar
texture) when another character or the narrator starts
to speak. For the ‘Sand Castle’ series, the SiGML coding
was rendered with the correct timings to video files in an
automated process.

Figure 5: Sketch of the broadcast chain solution

Based on the positive feedback of the target group and
our knowledge of the technical imperfections, the next step
is to develop a sustainable broadcast chain solution. The
focus should be on using broadcasting data to generate
animated signing in which manual input and correction
is limited as much as possible. To realize this, the partners
that developed the ‘Sand Castle’ episodes with Dino are
currently exploring the EU Horizon 2020 framework
funding to see if there are possibilities to expand the
project to the next step.
10
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LUFS is in the air (again)!
FLORIAN CAMERER (ORF)
In 2010, the first milestone of the European loudness
story was set: the publication of EBU Recommendation
R 128. Well, actually it was the second milestone – the
first was the international measurement standard,
ITU-R BS.1770, which was first published in 2006.
ITU-R BS.1770 was the breakthrough moment for an
unprecedented audio revolution, one that wouldn’t leave
any stone unturned. But it takes time to touch every
stone, and even more time to turn each one over. So, the
EBU PLOUD Group (the ‘P’ still stems from a former
organizational structure of the different working groups
within the EBU) anticipated that there would be minor
(or not so minor…) adjustments to EBU R 128 in the
course of the first year of its deployment. Even more
so, PLOUD anticipated the accompanying technical
documents would be updated, as they address many of
the practical issues that broadcasters face regularly.
Since 2010, such updates have occurred for the core
recommendation EBU R 128 (two revisions) as well as
three out of the four technical documents: 3341-3344
(3344 has not seen a revision yet). Updates and revisions
of recommendations and standards are a necessary
“evil”, creating incompatibilities between different pieces
of equipment and measurement results, especially
shortly after a revision has been published. Of course,
PLOUD is aware of that – but with a standard as fresh
and all-encompassing as loudness it is impossible to
already have a finished standard with the first document.
As you can see, it has been quite a journey. We are
therefore very proud to announce the biggest revision
wave ever for PLOUD’s work in 2016! With the
exception of R 128, all of our technical documents,
including the relatively new Supplement 1 to EBU R 128
(published in 2014) have been updated to reflect the
latest developments and experience of EBU Members.
All updates take the latest revision of ITU-R BS.17704 into account, expanding the measurement to more
channels than 5.1 and anticipating channel-based
immersive audio formats.
Supplement 1 to EBU R 128: ‘Loudness Parameters for
Short-form Content’
In the new revision of this document, the alternative limit
‘Maximum Momentary Loudness (MaxM)’ of +8 LU (=
-15 LUFS) has been eliminated for the sake of simplicity.
In The Netherlands, which was one of the few countries
using MaxM to tame commercials, PLOUD Member,
Richard van Everdingen, conducted comprehensive tests
investigating the consequences of applying the ‘Maximum
Short-term Loudness (MaxS)’ limit of +5 LU (= -18
LUFS) instead of MaxM of +8 LU. These tests showed that
using MaxS of +5 LU is highly compatible with MaxM at
+8 LU, the former leaving a bit more dynamic freedom.

This was the final motivation to skip MaxM from the
document. We hope that EBU R 128s1 will quickly
become the European standard for levelling commercials,
adverts and promos!
Tech Doc 3341: ‘Loudness Metering – EBU Mode’
We decided not to adopt the ITU way of computing
‘Momentary Loudness’ (applying a 1st order IIR filter
with a 0.4s time constant) as tests are underway to
derive the optimum ballistics for Momentary and
Short-term loudness metering (conducted by Jon Allan,
Luleå of the University of Technology as part of his PhD
thesis). The major update is a vastly expanded set of
test signals, now including signals to check the MaxM,
MaxS and True-peak measurement. Furthermore, the
displayed value of Loudness Range shall be indicated as
not yet stable within the first 60s of a programme.
Tech Doc 3342: ‘Loudness Range (LRA)’
Here, the calculation method has been tightened a bit,
in reaction to different results of manufacturers having
implemented the method correctly. The minimum
overlap between consecutive measurement blocks (LRA
uses the 3s-Short-term measurement) is now 2.9s, not
2s.
Tech Doc 3343: ‘Guidelines for Production’
This technical document is almost a rewrite! After a
few years of broadcasters using the loudness paradigm,
numerous experiences have been collected. These have
influenced the revision heavily. The structure has also
changed, with the basic explanations concerning, for
example, ITU-R BS.1770 and EBU R 128 moved to
appendices. A welcome addition is the new Reference
Listening Level (LLISTref ) for loudspeakers in the studio:
LLISTref = 73 dBC SPL per main
loudspeaker

(Using a 500-2000 Hz monophonic
noise of equal energy per octave
at a Programme Loudness Level of
−23 LUFS)

Furthermore, advice for mixing and normalising
different genres has been expanded, especially for sports,
shows, movies and commercials (summarising EBU R
128s1).
It is highly recommended to check out the revisions
thoroughly. If you are a mixing engineer, I would certainly
recommend reading the new Tech Doc 3343: Production
Guidelines! The last Tech Doc 3344: ‘Guidelines for
Distribution and Reproduction’ is also due to be updated
soon, resulting in all of PLOUD’s documents reflecting
the latest developments. All you need is LUFS! For more
information see: tech.ebu.ch/loudness
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Should broadcasters invest in IMF?
THE INTEROPERABLE BROADCAST FORMAT (IMF) IS GAINING POPULARITY PARTICULAR FOR B2B CONTENT
EXCHANGE BETWEEN STUDIOS AND OTT PROVIDERS. BUT IS IT RELEVANT FOR BROADCASTERS AS WELL? IN 2015,
THE EBU STARTED SEVERAL ACTIVITIES AROUND IMF TO BETTER UNDERSTAND ITS POTENTIAL FOR BROADCASTING.
WE’RE HAPPY TO SHARE OUR FINDINGS. FRANS DE JONG, EBU
its interoperability. Applications
of major Hollywood studios
various localized versions of
is limited to a pure businessenvironment. Over the top (OTT)
markets with localized versions of
their content – also have a strong
interest in making the exchange
and creation of distribution copies
Technology Committee 35PM is
working to standardize IMF and
have produced the ST-2067 series of
by many, including the formation of
worldwide industry plug-fests, where
industry parties check together that
their implementations are standardscompliant. Fortunately, IMF does
not try to reinvent the wheel: it
as MXF for all content wrapping,
IETF MIME types, W3C Timed Text
subtitling and more.
The IMF core and applications
into two main parts: the IMF core
basis for the format and ensures

Each application can only specify
one video codec. It is important to
realise that the codecs are meant
as high quality masters that can be
archived and transcoded from, so
their parameters sit at a relatively
high (mezzanine) level. Currently,
uncompressed, J2K and MPEG4 (to support Sony’s HDCAM
SR format) codecs and for HD
and UHD resolutions. It is also
interesting to see that most of the
popular broadcast post-production
codecs are (at least currently) not
supported by IMF, which would
require broadcasters to transcode
their content from AVC-I to J2K, for
example.
Building blocks
IMF content is exchanged in a
Interoperable Master Package (IMP).
(CPL) which is basically an Edit
Decision List that says how to create
List (OPL) providing transcoding
parameters to generate output in
(PKL) which references each asset
with a unique ID, and an (optional)

important concept to remember
is that the master content is
provided only once, but that the
versioning support is provided at
an editorial level using the CPL
and at technical level using the
rearranging (parts) of the content
into new creations. Examples
include replacing a clip with another
(localised) one, changing the audio
soundtrack or adding subtitles in a
these new versions to be rendered
using an audio/video codec with
limited in terms of the OPL
functionality that is supported, but
the design is extensible and OPLs are
expected to evolve in the future.
What do broadcasters need?
In 2015, the EBU and RheinMain
University set out to better
understand what IMF features
broadcasters would require for
use in their operations . Following
interviews with stakeholders from
the industry, a proof-of-concept
for the use of IMF in broadcast was
application, and a trial to implement
it in a state-of-the art IMF mastering
broadcasters interviewed was the
absence of a broadcast-oriented

widely used in broadcasting and
are unpopular due to the relatively
high bitrates compared to current
post-production codecs. So it
was decided that for the proofof-concept the AVC-I 100 codec
Figure 1 – The currently completed IMF applications, including their maximum resolution, and would be a good candidate, as it is
the video codec used. Application 4 is currently being finalised and meets the French film
conservation requirements.
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good quality/bitrate performance.

Figure 2 – An overview from the EBU/RheinMain study analysing the potential use of IMF in a broadcast context.

The second weakness expressed by
broadcasters concerned was the
lack of a common metadata scheme
for exchange in IMF. To address
this point, the EBUCore metadata
scheme was included in the project,
using real-world example data from
the UK DPP and France Télévisions
as sources. Other parameters for
the IMF trial were the use of MXF
OP1A wrapped PCM audio and
TTML IMSC 1.0 subtitles. IMSC
1.0 is a profile of the W3C Timed
Text profile, which is expected to be
officially published early in 2016.
It is a superset of the EBU-TT-D
subtitling format, so a good match
for European broadcasters. IMSC
1.0 is already expected to become
part of IMF.
What’s next from the EBU?
The EBU/RheinMain proof-ofconcept work showed it is relatively
easy to extend the IMF family
with a broadcast-specific version,
confirming the claim that IMF is a
flexible format. The main question
now is if broadcasters and the
EBU should start more formal
investigations and drive further
standardisation work to specify a
broadcast-specific IMF application.
Various EBU Members have
already expressed an interest in that
direction, but currently the EBU
has not found evidence of enough
interested EBU Members to start
a new project on the topic. This
means no new EBU Group on IMF

is being set up now, but existing
groups will keep working on some
aspects related to IMF. For instance,
the EBU MIM Group led by Alberto
Messina (RAI) is keeping an eye
on metadata developments and the
EBU Quality Control Group led by
Andy Quested (BBC) has started
work on specifying in detail what
needs to be QCed on IMF files. And,
of course, the work on educating the
industry on IMF continues, which is
the reason why the EBU Production
Technology Seminar 2016 featured
both an IMF presentation and an
IMF master course.
MXF déjà vu?
For those who remember the
introduction of MXF around the
year 2000, the story of IMF may
sound pretty similar. And there are,
indeed, many similarities. Both are
file formats with 3-letter names.
Both wrap audiovisual content and
metadata. Both promise to help
improve content workflows and to
improve interoperability (but won’t
do away with codec competition).
And both are standardised by the
SMPTE. At the same time, there are
some important differences, too.
Where MXF is virtually unreadable
for “earthlings”, IMF makes
abundant use of human-readable
XML. The overall complexity of IMF
is also much smaller than that of
MXF. IMF is mostly complementary
to MXF; they could be seen as
members of the same family, as

IMF is using MXF inside. The real
question is if the introduction of
IMF can be smoother than that
of MXF. Non-standard compliant
implementations of MXF have
caused quite a number of headaches
over time and still do, for example,
in archive migration projects. The
lack of readability and the large
number of (optional) features have
not helped broadcasters adopt MXF
either.
It looks like IMF will not make
the same mistakes. Adoption in
our industry will depend on the
actual needs of each organization.
Worldwide OTT platforms that
take in content from many different
players can greatly benefit from
the format as it reduces their
versioning needs. Or, as Netflix has
already said at the EBU Production
Technology Seminar in 2014, there
is a ‘versionitis’ problem to be
solved. Similarly, content providers
who provide different versions of the
same content to different platforms
can use the format to optimise their
workflows. Broadcasters who do so
may want to postpone curing their
‘versionitis’ until the moment their
facilities are being overhauled or
when more IMF solutions appear on
the market (and the last drops of ink
on the IMF standards are dry!), but
at that time, the use of IMF should
be considered as part of the new
set up. In the long term, investing
in IMF can be very worthwhile for
them.
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Public service media: your contribution
to society
DAVID FERNÁNDEZ QUIJADA (EBU)
During your professional life, you
have probably been involved in the
research and development of new
production technologies, or you
have been part of a team in charge of
rolling-out a distribution network.
Perhaps you have not realized, but
your work has contributed in many
ways to your society and to the
individuals that form part of it. How
did you do it?
How do public service media
professionals contribute to
society?
Public service media organizations are
pioneering production in UHDTV,
teaming together to standardize
technical specifications within the
EBU, DVB and WorldDAB and
leading the roll-out of digital radio in
Norway, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom. By doing so, they establish
new production practices of higher
quality, professional standards that are
adopted and used by industry and are
able to open markets for commercial
players while bringing a new and
more diverse offer to audiences.
For example, the Finnish public
service broadcaster (Yle) has
transformed its former premises
in Tampere in Mediapolis, into an
innovation campus that promotes
open data and sharing resources
with start-ups and educational
institutions, thus contributing to
their economic viability. Similarly, the
Spanish public service broadcaster
(RTVE) has just launched ‘Impulsa
Visión’, a programme set up to help
freelancers and small enterprises to
develop innovative digital projects
through training, funding, technical
support and networking.
Expertise is not just kept inside
public service media organizations,
but it spills over to reach companies
and freelancers that work with them
on a daily basis, professionals at the
conferences where they are asked to
14
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share their experience, and students
at the universities where experts from
public service media teach.
Which is your success story?
The above examples probably sound
familiar to you. But do average
citizens know about them? Do
politicians take them into account
when deciding on your funding? Do
your commercial partners realise
how much they benefit from the
multiple activities you carry out as a
public service broadcaster?
The answer in most cases is probably
not. Even within public service media
organizations many members of staff
do not often think about the positive
impact of their work. That’s why the
EBU, together with its Members, have
developed a framework called ‘PSM
Contribution to Society’. To help
highlight the important work you do
on a daily basis, without question for
the betterment of society as a whole.
Change your mind and explain it
The public service media
Contribution to Society framework
contains all these concepts, ideas,
tools, information and actions that
EBU Members can use to change
their assessment, accountability and
communication strategies. Such
a change will improve how they
demonstrate the value they deliver to

society as a whole and to its citizens.
It is about changing our traditional
mindset, developing new indicators in
selected key areas and building new
and meaningful narratives to clearly
show the value that public service
media brings to society. Technology
is one of the four key areas in which
public service media has a strong
impact. PSM organizations play an
active and advisory role in developing,
introducing and adopting technology
in two main ways. Firstly, as they are
non-profit they can take more risks,
try more potential innovations and be
more creative without fearing for their
profitability. Secondly, as key players
in their national markets, with a high
reach and frequent contact with the
population, public service media is
properly placed to attract the criticalmass audience that new products or
services require to be profitable before
being adopted by commercial players.
We believe that the value and
benefits that you bring to society
can and need to be measured
and proactively explained to the
stakeholders of public service media,
building a network of ambassadors.
It is important, our legitimacy is at
stake.
To access the report and more ideas
about this topic, see: http://www3.
ebu.ch/member-support/psmcontribution-society.

An evolutionary roadmap for Live IP – Félix Poulin, EBU
Live production is the last link of the broadcast media plant that still relies
heavily on speciality equipment and interfaces (SDI, AES, Black & Burst, etc.).
Driven by the same need for more flexibility, cross-platform content creation
and distributed operations as for file-based workflows, live production is now
ready to start its transition to IP infrastructure.
In order to help EBU Members plan their future infrastructure projects, the
EBU Future Networked Systems Group (FNS) has prepared an evolutionary
roadmap towards a full live IP infrastructure. The work was informed by
specialists from Members and the knowledge acquired by early experiences
like the BBC R&D IP Studio and the VRT LiveIP proof of concept (to name a few).
The roadmap was presented at the EBU Production Technology Seminar
(January 26-28, 2016).
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. We would be pleased
to accompany you along your journey to Live IP! (poulin@ebu.ch)

In my opinion: the path
towards virtualization
THE REVOLUTION OF DIGITAL MEDIA HAS DRASTICALLY INFLUENCED THE CONSUMER’S APPROACH TOWARDS
CONTENT CONSUMPTION. OSCAR TERAN, EBU, GIVES US HIS VIEW ON THE UPCOMING TRENDS AND
DEVELOPMENTS FOR MEDIA CONTRIBUTION NETWORKS.
It’s a well-known fact that the digital media revolution
is driving current business transformation in the media
industry. So, what will traditional media contribution
networks look like in the future? From my point of view,
we have already begun the journey.
Media contribution networks will not only need to
reliably transport content, but, gradually will become more
feature-rich, flexible and smarter, thereby being able to
dynamically adapt their capabilities to respond to complex
workflow demands through enhanced programmability
and virtualization. Below are four areas of development I
see in the pipeline:

STEFANO SANTUCCI

1. Providing an abstraction layer between the physical
transport infrastructure and workflows
A first point to sort out should be completing the
migration of the traditional SDI, AES and Time-Sync
ecosystem to IP. Existing standards such as SMPTE
2022-6, AES67 or PTP for broadcasting are a good first
step. This, however, will not suffice. We should attentively
follow the latest developments of the Video Service Forum
(VSF) and, particularly, TR-03 that describes the carriage
of video, audio, and metadata as separate elementary
streams.
The goal will not be achieved by simply setting standard
interfaces between network components and the
migration of the carriage of content to IP. Rather, an
additional set of new standards and technologies, together
with solid network architecture, will be required to allow
for a seamless implementation of distributed workflows
in networked programme generation1. Such standards
may need to cover the automatic discovery, registration,
connection and management of new physical devices
and software instances (functionalities) introduced in an
interoperable media network.
2. Enhancing media contribution networks
programmability
As workflows and users take control via a self-managed
automated media network, the degree of network
programmability must be enhanced. This phase should
not be seen only as a way to provide flexible bandwidth
on demand, but also as a development of the ability to
perform efficient service-driven network orchestration
based on simple and user-friendly workflow interfaces.
Such implementation combined with the adequate pool
of broadcast processing devices could, for example, help
to take smart decisions about routing based in real time
network performance analytics and provide seamless

service protection or latency compensation across services
that are part of a TV programme production workflow.
The combination of whitebox open Ethernet switches
with the right combination of southbound protocols such
as Openflow or traditional L2&L3 protocols are already
offering cost effective alternatives to network proprietary
transport technologies..
3. Developing near-real time content processing
cloud-based capabilities
Over the last few years, we have seen how general purpose
CPU - GPU IT servers have evolved and paved the way for
high performance video processing applications, thanks
to improved software. While these systems facilitate
applications such as fast media-file processing, high
quality video distribution or tier-2 content contribution
today, there is still an opportunity to further enhance
the integration of such resources in media contribution
networks. We could imagine how a pool of general
computational resources ("distributed computational
grid") could be integrated with a private media network
resulting in an overall computational capacity that could
be orchestrated to provide dynamic functionalities.
4. Complete virtualized content production and
broadcasting
Today, real-time HD and UHD video processing still
require specialized hardware architectures (versus general
purpose IT servers). The development of programmable
FPGAs and hybrid ARM-based SoCs has traditionally
been a key enabler for broadcast hardware manufacturers.
However, the possibilities to re-programme specialized
hardware to dynamically handle other functionalities are
very limited and usually subject to the manufacturer's
control. As the two main FPGA-SoCs well known
manufacturers have set their goals in introducing these
components in the Datacenter ecosystem, it is reasonable
to think that this evolution of FPGA-enabled Datacenter
will bring new virtual opportunities to the TV industrial
processes. In the meantime, some technology firms are
already working on programmable hybrid micro servers
that can be repurposed depending on the application run.
We are currently witnessing the transformation of
the media industry. We must not stand by as witnesses
or spectators. Rather, we must seize the opportunity to
actively contribute, participate and even shape this everchanging process.
1

Evolution of Remote Production
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Interview: A long term vision for
terrestrial broadcasting
The DVB1 has just released a major report2 presenting its “Long Term Vision for Terrestrial Broadcasting”, a matter of high
importance to EBU Members given our significant reliance on Terrestrial Broadcasting for distributing content. Based on this,
I decided to ask a few questions to Vincent Grivet (TDF) who chaired the CM-T Group in charge of preparing this substantial
report. I am sure you will find his responses both interesting and relevant to your work. -- Shannon Frame, Managing Editor
of tech-i

Why did DVB undertake this study now?
After completing some major specifications (i.e. DVB-T2
in 2012), DVB engaged in early work for possible new
technologies. But the world around DVB is changing
very quickly, be it in the area of consumer preferences and
habits, or broadcasters’ business models and strategies,
not to mention, technology, regulatory and frequency
frameworks. Think, for example, of the USA adopting
their new Terrestrial Broadcast standard, ATSC 3.0, and
of the major growth of on-demand viewing as well as the
re-allocation of the 700 MHz band. At a certain point, the
DVB felt it was necessary to think in a holistic manner
about the future of terrestrial broadcasting, and to generate
a “Vision” so that the future DVB’s work on terrestrial
specifications could be organized and prioritized well. Such
a vision is also key to align ourselves with external parties.
How will terrestrial broadcasting look in 5, 10, or 15
years from now?
The view of the Working Group, backed by an extensive
survey of more than 60 media professionals, is that
terrestrial broadcasting will remain an essential resource
for the massive and affordable distribution of quality TV
programming. In this respect one could say that nothing
will change! But it is not that simple. The DVB has actually
identified two major directions of change, both of a very
different nature.
One direction of change, and this may be the most
important and most urgent one, has to do with new
services, use cases and applications. As the environment
around us is evolving very quickly, there is a need to better
‘connect’ or adapt and serve the new media consumption
paradigms, especially in geographic areas where there
are few other digital delivery options. For example, it
seems quite likely, and highly relevant, that terrestrial
broadcasting can be used to bring on-demand content to
homes, that it can fully diffuse into home-networks and
that terrestrial broadcasting TV sets will be able to deliver
targeted advertising or personalized content. The technical
models for these evolutions should be generated and tested
during the next 5 years for a quick market introduction.
Another area of change is more technical and more
“traditional”. It has to do with the need to improve the
technical performance and efficiency of the terrestrial
broadcasting technology to meet a growing demand for
transmission capacity. Indeed, based on a bottom-up
modelling, we estimate that the demand for terrestrial
16
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broadcasting capacity will grow significantly between
now and 2030. Part of this potentially large increase in
demand can be mitigated by the high efficiency gains to
be derived from deploying the latest existing DVB-T2/
HEVC technologies, not yet fully deployed. Nevertheless,
the re-allocation of the 700 MHz band will drastically
reduce the available spectral resource: this will mean that
meeting the forecasted capacity demand will require a
significant improvement in technical efficiency, roughly a
factor of 1.8. Such improvements will need to be obtained
by a combination of techniques, whether associated with
encoding efficiency (using techniques beyond HEVC) or
with physical layer efficiency (going beyond the current
DVB-T2 performance). This move is more likely to happen
in 10 years than in 5, or even more than that. It might
be synchronized with (a) the possible convergence to a
global terrestrial broadcasting standard and (b) enabling
the compatibility with mobile standards of such a global
terrestrial broadcasting standard. The ongoing generation
of 5G standards may be a good opportunity to do so,
though such alignment may already start in the 4G context.
Where, when, and by who will the future of terrestrial
broadcasting be decided?
That is a very important question. Achieving these
evolutions will require action over and above the
traditional DVB action of generating new standards.
Standards enabling these evolutions may already exist, in
or outside of DVB, and as it has been seen in the past, a
good standard is not sufficient to guarantee widespread
adoption of a technology and the introduction of real life
services.
What seems necessary is that the Terrestrial Broadcasting
Community, of which EBU and its Members are certainly
an important participant, becomes more aware, organized
and directly active to bring these innovations to life. We
cannot simply rely on technical standards or the natural
evolution of things. We need to define and build our
desired new solutions and bring them to the market
together; we cannot afford to hope somebody else will do
the job for us!
1
Digital Video Broadcast Project, the standards defining organization
that is generating most of the technical standards applicable to
television in Europe and beyond, and especially the DVB-T and DVB-T2
wireless distribution standards.
2
https://www.dvb.org/resources/public/whitepapers/cm1621r1_
sb2333r1_long-term-vision-for-terrestrial-broadcast.pdf

UHD today and tomorrow
DAGMAR DRIESNACK, IRT
This year’s Consumer Electronic
Show (CES) has shown a lot of
new developments in the context
of UHDTV – new displays by all
the big manufacturers, Ultra HD
Blu-ray player devices together
with the announcements of suitable
films on Ultra HD Blu-ray discs and
also end devices (e.g. AV receivers)
supporting new audio formats like
Dolby Atmos or DTS:X to increase
the immersive experience for the
audience in their living rooms. As
a major driver, Higher Dynamic
Range (HDR) and Wider Colour
Gamut (WCG) are supported by
various (high end) devices. But
what about producing content in
UHD using all potential features
especially from a broadcaster’s point
of view? And how to guarantee
that the viewer at home will
really receive the satisfying UHD
experience the content creator had
in mind?
UHDTV itself is defined in ITU-R
BT.2020 and it combines four
features to get the full immersive
experience.
Several standards bodies are
working on various specifications
for UHD and its features. The
SMPTE is dealing with relevant
topics like the infrastructure via
traditional SDI connections and
also via IP networks. It is also

looking into the signalling and
handling of HDR and WCG and
the corresponding metadata.
ITU-R is deeply involved in the
HDR discussions and DVB is
currently working on the receiver
specification for the HEVC coding
scheme, including HDR, Higher
Frame Rate (HFR) and WCG to
bring the full UHD experience to
the audience in the coming years.
Additionally, the UHD Alliance
(founded in January 2015) has
published its Ultra HD Premium
specification together with a new
logo at CES 2016. Besides these
activities, there is also the HDMI
specification defining its interface
and copy protection mechanism up
to UHDp/50 (60) for the Consumer
Electronics (CE) environment. And
there is the Blu-ray Association
which defined its UHD specification
last summer.
Today, almost all standardisation
bodies have finalised their
specifications for UHD Phase 1
(higher resolution “only”) and
various products are available
on the market. Even some test
services via satellite are on air.
But currently, there is no end user
product which supports all of the
UHD features simultaneously. A
big step forward has to be made in
the area of colour representation

as the BT.2020 colour space is
(currently) difficult to represent.
Secondly, there are more than one
HDR proposals with various pros
and cons depending on (backwards)
compatibility, brightness range,
metadata usage, (live) broadcast
or vertical market aspects (like
Blu-ray, Netflix, etc.). And last, but
not least, the aspect of HFR is a
very contradictory topic. There are
genres like sports and action films
which would have a big benefit
from HFR (a reduction of motion
blur), whilst the existing frame rate
may be enough for drama or cinema
– and creative people may wish to
maintain existing looks. At least
DVB is dealing with HFR (up to
100/120Hz) in its coming receiver
specification for UHD in HEVC,
but products may still become
available some years later.
Within EBU there is the Strategic
Project Group “Beyond HD” which
deals with all these aspects. It
represents EBU Members in the
various standardisation bodies
and is in close contact with the
broadcasting industry to reflect
and support the requirements and
interests of Public Service Media.
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Latest News from
ABU Technology
DR AMAL PUNCHIHEWA, DIRECTOR
OF TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION, ABU
The ABU Technical Committee held its meetings in
Istanbul, Turkey in October 2015. Dr. Egon Verharen,
Chairman of the EBU Technical Assembly, presented his
view on “How the EBU deals with technology challenges
and opportunities for public broadcasters” during his
keynote speech. Building on this, speakers throughout the
day took a closer look at technological inspirations, such
as: broadcasting technologies towards 2020 and beyond,
2nd screen service platforms, next generation broadcasting,
advances from DVB’s perspective and the China Digital
Radio (CDR) system. Other topics of strategic importance
included: latest developments and trends in Integrated
Broadcast-Broadband (IBB), technologies and services,
standardization activities, archiving systems, ITU World
Radiocommunications Conference (WRC-15) and
spectrum, digital switch-off, UHDTV and the digital
broadcasting transition. In addition, two recommendations
were approved: a Second Generation Emergency Warning
Broadcasting System (EWBS 2.0) and a Character Set
for Digital Radio with Special Emphasis on Emergency
Warning Broadcasting.
The ABU Technical Bureau (the management committee
of the ABU-TC) and the ABU Technical Committee
approved to be a signatory for the Broadcast Network
Europe (BNE) contribution to WRC-15 in support of the
‘No change’ (NOC) position adopted by several regional
organizations for the frequency range 470-694/698MHz.
With the positive outcome of WRC-15 for spectrum for
broadcasting, the broadcasting industry can complete
the transition to fully digital television broadcasting. This
decision was welcomed as it provides certainty to over 30
countries to be able to complete digital transition as only four
countries have fully completed analogue switch off (ASO).
ABU Digital Broadcasting Symposium 2016
29 February – 03 March 2016, Kuala Lumpur
This year’s theme is “Innovating Digital Connections”. In
the Asia-Pacific region four countries operate integrated
b0roadcast-broadband (IBB) services: Japan, Korea
Australia and New Zealand. ABU encourages its Members
to introduce hybrid broadcasting both in radio and
television as a competitive strategy in rapidly evolving
media landscape. A number of other countries are
planning to introduce IBB services. Join us to learn more
about multiplatform delivery. Delegates will also have the
opportunity to participate in workshops that will address
both radio and television broadcasting developments, such
as the role of regulatory frameworks, delivery to mobile
devices, coding, UHD media and alternative delivery
platforms.
http://www.abu.org.my/Event-_-dbs2016.aspx
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Emmy for W3C
Timed Text
The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) congratulates
W3C for receiving a Technology & Engineering Emmy
® Award for Timed Text Mark-up Language (TTML).
TTML is the backbone of the EBU-TT subtitling format
and is of key importance for making content accessible
to millions of users across the world.
EBU-TT live interoperability toolkit
Following the publication of EBU-TT Live (Part 3)
v0.9 in December 2015, the EBU is setting up an open
source software project to develop an Interoperability
Toolkit for live subtitles. This Toolkit will validate
the specification, allowing us to move with extra
confidence to v1.0, and help developers to verify that
their implementations meet the specification and are
interoperable. This is part of an increased trend towards
supporting specification work through open source
software development.
If you would like to participate in this project, please
email subtitling@ebu.ch. You don’t have to be a coder,
users and reviewers are welcome, too. To find more
information on these topics, including access to the

In the spotlight
Theo Maeusli
PROJECT MANAGER, ARCHIVES/OPERATIONS, GENERAL
MANAGEMENT AT THE SWISS BROADCASTING
CORPORATION (SRG-SSR)

WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT RESPONSIBILITIES?
My team and I are currently working on concepts for how
to materialize SRG-SSR’s Archive Strategy for 2020.
WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER AS YOUR FINEST
ACHIEVEMENT SO FAR IN YOUR CAREER?
I am proud to be part of a generation of professionals
that are 're-inventing' archives with the help of digital
tecnologies. Today, broadcasters face a dynamic, useroriented digital asset-managament situation, combined
with a cultural heritage of virtually unlimited value.
[left to right]: Glenn Adams (Skynav), Mike Dolan (SMPTE), Philippe
Le Hégaret (W3C), Thierry Michel (W3C).

recording of a webinar on EBU-TT Live please visit:
https://tech.ebu.ch/ebu-tt
EBU-TT related open source projects
• GStreamer TTML subtitling package: A means for
GStreamer pipelines to parse and render EBU-TT-D
(TTML) subtitles. Created by BBC R&D.
• Subtitling Conversion Framework (SCF): A set of
modules written by the IRT for converting subtitle
formats. The main target is EBU STL and EBU-TT
conversion.
• dash.js player with EBU-TT-D subtitling: The dash.js
reference player includes EBU-TT-D support using an
HTML/CSS overlay. The core work was done by Solène
Buet.
• EBU-TT-D W3C XML Schema: Informative EBUTT-D XML Schema to support the implementation of
EBU Tech 3380.
• EBU-TT-D Application Samples: EBU-TT-D sample
files, related PNG images, and mp4 videos showing
their rendering, contributed by the IRT.
• Timed Text Toolkit (ttt): A collection of tools
supporting/using the TTML. Developed by Timed
Text editor Glenn Adams and is in use by Netflix.

WHAT ARE YOUR PREDICTIONS FOR
BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY IN THE FUTURE?
In my opinion, technology will enable personalized
access to a vast content offering, in whatever formats.
But, broadcasters should continue to be a leading
beacon for public interest. The first will trigger further
artificial intelligence and advanced content management
technologies, the latter an optimized use of actual and
future distribution channels.
WHAT, FOR YOU, ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT
CHALLENGES FACING EBU MEMBERS TODAY?
For me, I believe that EBU Members can set standards for
new, cost effective technologies in content management.
To give an example: EBU Members could challenge their
commercial partners to further develop and integrate
powerful techniques, such as face and image recognition
and big-data semantic analysis.
TELL US ABOUT SOME OF YOUR INTERESTS AWAY
FROM THE WORKPLACE.
History and issues like 'how can social memory influence
our behaviour, now and in the future' fascinate me. These
are strong personal motivations for my professional
activities, too. Besides this, I love spending time with my
family and playing my jazz bass.
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